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About This Game

Still remember Running Through Russia?
Meet the second part!

Running Through Russia 2 - funny runner with bunch of stereotypes about Russia and russian people.
Drink vodka, jump above the bears and RUN, RUN AS FAR AS YOU CAN!!!

This is the second part, so:
Updated characters, 4 new levels, funny gameplay, new stable engine and much more!

Let your running continue!
Let's run!

P.S. The game is not intended to insult or humiliate any individual or people. Also, developers aren't responsible for any damage
given to your health by alcohol.
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running through russia 2

take the first left. I played 22 min, that was enough to say "No"

very clunky, controls suck. console port.

no intro into how the game works, some of the key features. the tutorial they have is read only, which i could do from the

options menu, but also its only got the controls as if i was playing it on console, not PC.

the game feels way too basic. not worth the sale price even.. Playing only a bit of it, the game is somewhat addictive. The
soundtrack is amazing for this game. It's more or less an endurance run, grab a shield to avoid hitting walls and bullets, but also
avoid the holes on the floor that end the game. The longer you stay, the more points you have. Other than that, there isn't much
more. Multipliers do help.

And I'm sure once this game builds a big enough audience, my name won't be on the high score board. (I'm kinda bad at video
games). Don't leave your steam account open with friends over, they'll just buy this game. And then leave it open without telling
anyone... rip refund.

Also the game is trash in case you were wondering.. Take a look at the amount of time that it took me to complete this game...it
speaks volumes

Bunny adventure is a simple, four level, 3D game where you must avoid hazards and enemies in order to rescue your girlfriend.
You can jump on enemies or use your punch attack to dispatch them and the enemies range from fire to cars to people so
infuriated by the mere sight of a lagomorph that they will try to shoot you on sight. LAGOMORPH LIVES MATTER. The
stages that you must traverse and platform through range from a typical forest to a suburb. The bunny protagonist has cute little
noises when jumping and collecting and that is pretty much it.

For starters, unless you have a Steam controller to map your buttons you're pretty much gonna have a bad time. I played using an
x360 controller and I had to use one of the joysticks to move up and down and the other to use left and right. There is no option
to change the button layout and I can't play games properly with a keyboard so....yep. The jumping is totally
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed especially since you can't change the camera at all. Were that possible then you could position the
camera so that you can make more precise jumps using up, down, left, or right. Since you can't you're stuck trying to make these
nearly impossible diagonal jumps. The bunny can clip, not register jumps, float on air, and in some instances will not move with
the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing platform. The platform just moves out from under you causing you to fall. There is no save
feature so god help you if you get called off because you'll have to start from the beginning every time and the game, despite
how short it is, is SO \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING BORING. The music is pretty bad, forgettable, and doesn't even match
the setting. Even the ending is awkward and surprisingly longer than it should be. With so many things done wrong what the hell
did the game do right? Hmm...maybe more info is in order...

For the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 of it, I decided to check the info page to see if I can get any kind of extra...ANYTHING.
Lets discuss, shall we.
I know that I'm the last person to talk smack, but you can tell that this game is going to be a masterpiece because they didn't
even bother to properly spell check or structure their written description...which consists of THREE SENTENCES.

Selling point one: Colorful and beautiful graphics. No. Even on the "beautiful" setting, it looks okay but it doesn't really look
any better than any other early, low-end PS2 game from over a decade ago.

Selling point two: Fun gameplay. No. I had more fun uninstalling this game because then, and only then, did I truly feel that this
was over.

Selling point three: SIX interesting levels. Hmm...so if you remember, I said that the game has four levels but the game
advertises six. Either this means that they are lying OR the other two levels are accessible after collecting all the secret items. In
each level there is a ten minute timer in which you must try to collect all coins, collect three hidden stars, find the hidden
treasure, and then exit. I'm assuming that performing all these tasks will grant you the two extra levels, if they even exsist.
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However, you can "run" (the bunny has a zero \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s given stroll) straight through the level and hit that
exit. The time factor is merely for a high score and nothing else. I ran out of time and it didn't do anything. High scores are not
saved, either, so...wtf. Also, I'm pretty positive that the remaining two levels are as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665as the
other four. I'd merely stretch this game out to 30 minutes at the most with a 100% completion...something that I have NO desire
to do.

Last and least: Secret treasures to find. Whatever. Finding everything adds two extra lackluster levels so in reality you not being
rewarded...you're being punished.

Is the game worth $1? (I paid .49 cents)...Shoot me...but...yes...it is. It plays like a dollar, sounds like a dollar, and satisfies you
in a way that only a dollar can. I cannot recommend this game because it is far too boring and uninspiring. if you're a furry
looking a game I strongly advise you to seek your fur fling elsewhere. Yeah, he's naked but he's also straight so *WOMP*
*WOMP*. I just saved you a $1 as well as 30 minutes...you're welcome.. dude this is so fun ive never done animation before
and this makes it easy and fun. good game . so, so ending
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Excellent DLC. The ship plays very similar to the original, uses the same sound effects, new remixed music is pretty good too. I
would honestly recommend all of the Capcom DLC to tell you the truth. If the price is not something that you like. Wait for a
sale. It will drop again very soon.. A nice step in the right direction. I'm having a great time playing it so far. Improved graphics,
physics, and AI from previous generations (I've owned them all since motogp15). I'm happy with my purchase.. What a
charming little game. Perfect for easter time. The most adorable (over the sweet hero sprite) is the awesome music playing
throughout the game. This whole product is a one man job, and you can feel it in every bit. Everything it may be lacking in the
graphics department when it comes to level tiles it surely makes up in the overall level design.

While it may only hardly be worth the five bucks they're asking for regular price, you should absolutely get this when on sale or
in a bundle if you (like me) have a soft spot for mario like retro jump'n'runs as Frog Hop for sure is one of the better ones out
there.. it's an ok game for what it is i bought it for 1.50 it reminds me of audiotune but with bejeweled put in it.its a plus that
you get to play it with your music.. Fun. Polished. Fantastic price. Buy it.. It is a kind of reloaded pacman with demons and 3d
graphics which may not be the best but which are pleaseant to watch as you can easely see your character and the other elements
in the level.

An issue though is the lack of customisable settings and resolution.. this game I give 10 out of 10 becaues it fun i want a redux
of all 2 game or a new game it fun. This game feels like an early release flash game. It is super addicting once you figure out the
mechanics of the evolutions, but it needs a few more things before it feels right on steam, such as a much better evolution tree
and an actual goal. I think this game has some high potential to anyone who like the cell stage of spore, it just needs someone to
keep working on it.. I am ashamed that I had passed this awesome experience up. Don't make the same mistake. Fun,
challenging, eye candy, freaking great explosions, active and responsive dev, and.....wait for it....the price is completley insane.
Definitely worth twice the price. I have over a hundred VR experiences and this in the top 5. I have now lost my reviewginity,
been saving it up for the right game. ;P
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